


Content:. To understand how restorative 

practices can support classroom 

management and school climate.

Language: To examine how YOUR 

school defines RP.

Social: To collaborate and share  with 

your colleagues.

Our Work Today



@domsmithrp
#costaricarp

#buildingequity
#engagmentbydesign

WE ARE ON THIS JOURNEY 
TOGETHER. 







Engaged and Inspired Learners

Student voice and aspirations

Assessment-capable learners

Instructional Excellence

Gradual release of  responsibility

Compensatory and adaptive practices

Professional learning

Opportunity to Learn

Structural access to curriculum

Human and social capital

Social-Emotional Engagement

Cultural proficiency

Welcoming climate

Restorative practices

Attendance

Physical Integration

Race/Ethnicity, Ability, Gender, Class, Sexual 
Orientation: Broadening the lens 

EQUITY TAXONOMY
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If a child can’t read, we teach 
him to read.

If a child can’t do math 
problems, we teach him how to 

do math problems.

If a child doesn’t know how to 
, we him.







This is the hinge point –

a year’s worth of growth for a 

year in school. 



WHAT DO 
PEOPLE SEE 
WHEN THEY 

LOOK AT 
YOU?

IF A PERSON 
REALLY KNEW 
YOU, WHAT 

WOULD THEY 
SEE?



0.5

Reverse effects Zone of desired effects

Hattie, J. (2009). Visible learning: A synthesis of over 800 meta-analyses related to achievement. 

New York: Routledge. 

Not Labeling Students : d = 0.61



Learning From What Doesn’t Work 



Rewards & 
Consequences 
(p. 6-9)

Shame & Humiliation 
(p. 11-12)

Suspension & Expulsion 
(p. 13-15)
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What does justice mean to you?
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When you were a victim…

• How did you feel?

• What questions did you want to ask the offender?

• What else did you want to say to him/her?

• Who or what could make things right for you?

• What would justice have looked like for you?

A time when you were wronged, intentionally or unintentionally. 



When you were an 

offender…
A time when you did something wrong-

-something you’re not proud of, and 

for which you got caught.

• How did you feel?

• What would you have liked to say 

to the victim?

• Who or what would have made 

things right?

• What would justice have looked like 

for you and for the victim?









Paradigm Shift
Traditional Discipline Restorative Practices

School and rules violated People and relationships violated

Justice focuses on establishing guilt Justice identifies needs and obligations

Accountability = punishment
Accountability = understanding impact, 

repairing harm

Justice directed at offender, while 

victim is ignored

Offender, victim and school all have direct 

roles in justice process

Rules and intent outweigh whether 

outcome is positive/negative

Offender is responsible for harmful 

behavior, repairing harm and working 

toward positive outcome

No opportunity for remorse or amends
Opportunity given for amends and 

expression of remorse

p. 3



A World-Class Educational Experience



A culture …

that is welcoming



A culture …

in which the conditions for learning 
are ever-present



A culture …

in which we examine how our behavior 

affect us, others, and our 
world.



A culture …

in which there is a 
shared belief that 

we are part of 
something 

special and 

great





in which language 
creates and 
facilitates personal 

pride, 
purpose, and 
power.

A culture …



Culture Must be Nurtured



How would you describe your 
discipline approach?



How much student input 
goes into it?



How successful do you 
believe your behavior plan 

to be?



How do you encourage students 
to reflect on their behaviors 

without inflicting “shame and 
humiliation”?



The Foundation of Restorative Practices



0.5

Reverse effects Zone of desired effects

Hattie, J. (2009). Visible learning: A synthesis of over 800 meta-analyses related to achievement. 

New York: Routledge. 

Student Teacher Relationships: d = 0.72



Know students’ names (p. 24)



Bring the right attitude to school (p. 25)



Know students’ interests (p. 26)



Make home visits (p. 29)



Attend extracurricular activities (p. 31)



Provide quality, meaningful 
instruction (p. 32)







Are there particular times 
during the day when 

students misbehave more 
often in your class?



When are your students 
most engaged during the 

day?



Are there chronic behaviors 
in your class that are 

impacting the learning? 
What do you believe triggers 

them?



How do you teach students 
to create and maintain 
positive relationships?



What strategies are in place in 
your classroom to support the 

emotional needs of your 
students?



How are problems solved in 
your class?



How often do you use class 
circles to help students work 
through school-related issues 

impacting their academic, social, 
and/or emotional lives?



• Teachers know what students need to learn

• Teachers communicate learning intentions to 
students

• Teachers and students understand success criteria



0.5

Reverse effects Zone of desired effects

Hattie, J. (2009). Visible learning: A synthesis of over 800 meta-analyses related to achievement. 

New York: Routledge. 

Teacher Clarity: d = 0.75



Continuum of Restorative Practices

Foundation    of 

RespectFoundation

of Respect

Restorative Conferences

Victim-Offender 

Dialogue

Circle Processes/

Class Meetings

Small, Impromptu 

Conversations 

Affective

Statements



0.5

Reverse effects Zone of desired effects

Hattie, J. (2009). Visible learning: A synthesis of over 800 meta-analyses related to achievement. 

New York: Routledge. 

Collective Teacher Efficacy: d = 1.57



Affective Statements 

IS JUST ANOTHER WAY OF SAYING 
“EXPRESSING YOUR FEELINGS.”

p. 86





Topics to discuss at your table

• Off task
• Inappropriate behavior

• Plugged in
• Poor language



THINK, PAIR, SHARE



Small Impromptu 

Conversations

p. 98-104



Build relationships with 2 x 10’s

2 minutes a day

10 days in a row

Talk about anything EXCEPT school 

or work

Ginsberg, M. & Wlodkowski, R. (2004) Creating Highly 

Motivating Classrooms



These private 

conversations 

make a world of 

difference.



0.5

Reverse effects Zone of desired effects

Hattie, J. (2009). Visible learning: A synthesis of over 800 meta-analyses related to achievement. 

New York: Routledge. 

Classroom Discussion: d = 0.82



Types of Circles

• Sequential 

• Non Sequential

• Fishbowl

p. 92- 96



Circle Processes

Circles are used in a variety of forms and for a 
variety of purposes

• Academics/Content 
• Building class unity
• Allowing everyone to have a voice
• Critical moments 



With a group 
of 4-6, discuss 
how you can 
use circles with 
your class/staff 
to build 
community.



Pick a leader and have them choose a 
low stakes topic for a circle:

- Favorite movie -Super power

- Dream vacation -Flavor Ice 
Cream

- Animal -Different name



With a new group 
of 4-6, discuss 
how you can use 
circles for your 
content classes. 
How will circles 
benefit your 
classroom?



HIGHER RISK…

- Something you don’t know about me
- Biggest fear
- What is your five year goal
- Who is your role model? Why?
- What is one characteristic you would 

change about yourself 



Victim-Offender Dialogue

p. 121



Rules for dialogue 

Each person has a voice

Can resolution be achieved?



Restorative Conferencing

p. 125



Restorative Questions for 

Challenging Behavior 

• What happened?

• What were you thinking at the time?

• What have you thought about since?

• Who has been affected by what you have done? 

In what way?

• What do you think you need to do to make 

things right?



Restorative Questions to Help Those 

Harmed By Another’s Action

• What did you think when you realized what had 

happened?

• What impact has this incident had on you and 

others?

• What has been the hardest thing for you?

• What do you think needs to happen to make 

things right?



Collaboration Time 



Re-entry plans
(p. 129)





Thank you!


